Documenting Mixed Media Sources in MLA Format:
Works Cited Entries

A Works Cited List:
- Is a complete list of all sources cited in your research paper
- Provides the information necessary for your reader to be able to locate any of the sources you reference in your paper

Keep in mind: Although the examples below are single-spaced, entries in works cited lists are DOUBLE spaced.

Citing A Television Show or Radio Broadcast:
- Title of episode or segment, in quotation marks
- Title of program or series, in italics
- Name of network, if available
- Call letters and city of the local station, if available
- Broadcast date
- Medium of reception (Radio, Television)
- Supplementary information

"Title of Episode or Segment." Title of Program or Series. Name of Network. Call Letters, City, Broadcast Date. Medium of Reception (Radio/Television).

Examples:


Citing a Sound Recording:
- Original Composer, if applicable
- Title of the recording, in italics
- Performer's first and last name or group name
- The manufacturer
- Year of issue, if unknown, write n.d.
- Medium of publication consulted (Audiocassette, Audiotape, CD, or LP)
Composer's last name, first name. Title of recording. Performer's name. Manufacture, Year. Medium of publication.

Examples:


Specific Songs:

Citing a Film or Video Recording:
- Title, in italics
- Director
- Performers, if necessary
- Distributor
- Year of release
- Medium consulted

Title of Film or Video. Director's name. Performers. Distributor, year. Film.

Examples:


Citing a Performance:
- Title of performance, in italics.
- Writer
- Director
- Performers, if necessary
- Theater/production company
- Theater of performance
- City of performance
- Date of performance (day, month, year)
- Medium of publication

Examples:

Citing a Piece of Artwork:
- Artist’s name
- Title, in italics
- Date of composition or N.d.
- Medium of composition, (for example: oil on canvas)
- Name of institution that houses the piece, or Private Collector
- Name of city where institution is located

Artist’s last name, first name. Title of Artwork. Date of composition or N.d. Medium of composition. Name of Institution that houses the piece, City of institution.

Examples:

